Hi!

👋

Welcome to the
Championing Coastal
Coordination (3Cs)
Final Event!

9.30 - 9.40

9.30 -9.40

Agenda of the day

9.30am - 9.40 am | Welcome & process so far

Justine Carrion-Weiss

9.40 am - 10.10am | Guest Speakers

Sir Paul Ennals, Antony Firth & Damian Crilly

10.10 am - 10.25 am | Summary of findings

Justine Carrion-Weiss & Charlie Richardson

10.25 am - 11.05 am | Breakout rooms Part 1

Nick Brodin, Karen Daglish, Zahra Ravenscroft, Heather Bell & Charlie
Richardson

11.05 am - 11.10 am | Comfort Break

11.10 am - 11.50 am | Breakout rooms Part 2

Nick Brodin, Karen Daglish, Zahra Ravenscroft, Heather Bell &
Charlie Richardson

 

11.50 am - 12.00 pm| Breakout room feedback
12.00 pm - 12.10pm | What's next?

Justine Carrion-Weiss, Sir Paul Ennals, Nick Brodin & Niall Benson

12.10 pm - 12.15pm | Wrap up

Justine Carrion-Weiss

9.30 - 9.40

The project process so far

1

2

3

Natural environment & fisheries
Feb. 14th - Stakeholders

Coastal defence & economy
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Historic environment
& cultural assets
March 8th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Feb. 14th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
March 8th - Stakeholders

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Final Event
March 29th - Stakeholders

Draft Action Plan
Stakeholders & The Blooming
Platypus

Ready?

👍

Let's get
started!

Summary of findings
Data from 3Cs
workshops

10.10 - 10.25

Overview

5 key themes identified - with some overlaps
Public Engagement
The importance to engage with the wider public and include
everyone in the conversation

Nature-focused solutions
Taking nature into considerations to address climate change
challenges

Policy
Addressing gaps and challenges raised by political agendas

Collaboration
Capitalising on everyone's knowledge, expertise, experience and drive

Data
Maximising the collection and use of data and new knowledge generated through data

Overview

Public Engagement (Karen Daglish)
The importance to engage with the wider public and include everyone in the conversation.

Communication
Sharing information with all stakeholders

External
From NE Coastal
Network to the public

Internal
Across NE Coastal
Network partners

Engagement
Engaging all stakeholders to address the
challenges

External
From NE Coastal
Network to the public

Internal
Across NE Coastal
Network partners

Education
About climate change

Agency
Empowering individuals to make
a change

External
From NE Coastal Network to the
public

From everyone

Overview

Nature-focused solutions (Zahra Ravenscroft)
Taking nature into considerations to address climate change challenges.

Nature-based solutions
Making the most of what nature has to offer

Natural Defences
Use of nature's own
defences

Increase understanding &
recognition
Research into solutions and
knowledge dissemination

Address negative impact
Tackling problematic behaviours that are
damaging nature

Focused actions
Against 'damaging' habits and industries

Soft & hard structures
Finding the right balance between sustainable, durable and
impact on nature

Choice of structures
Making an informed and
long-term decision

Innovations & natural
capital
Using the best of technology
to take advantage of natural
resources

Overview

Policy (Nick Brodin)
Addressing gaps and challenges of the political agendas.

Government

Policies

Fundings
Local
Region, city & local councils

National
National governments

Policy-making
What need to be put in place

Convincing policy-makers
What we might use to convince
politicians

Overview

Collaboration (Charlie Richardson)
Capitalising on everyone's knowledge, expertise, experience and drive.

Across the NE Coastal Network Stakeholders

With Experts and the
Public
Decision-making
Deciding together about
the way forward

Collaborative tools &
activities
Facilitating the
collaboration

Collaborative practices
Enabling & sustaining the
collaboration

With governments

Local VS Global
Partnerships

Overview

Data (Heather Bell)
Maximising the collection and use of data and new knowledge generated through data.

Capacity
Collecting and analysing data to create new knowledge

Data Gathering
How might we collect data?

Data Gathered
What do we do with the data collected?

Communication (via Collaboration)
Disseminating data and new knowledge

Internal
Across NE Coastal Network partners

External
From NE Coastal Network to the public

Step 1
Let's get to know
each other

10.25 - 10.30

10.25 - 10.30

Tell us about yourself!

😃

Tell us a bit about yourself
Simply copy & paste one of the sticky notes
below and put in your answer for each question. Please make sure you are not
using someone else's spot!

What's your name?

What's your title /
job position?

What organisation
do you work for?

How do you feel
about today?

1

2

3

Karen
Daglish

Louise
Richards

Niall
Benson

Nature
Partnership
Officer

still Heritage
Coast Officer
til Thursday

Tees Valley
Nature
Partnership

Hopeful &
intrigued

SeaScapes
Delivery
Manager

DCC /
SeaSCapes

Good - bit
nervous
facilitating

4

5

Peter Allen

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

What's your name?

What's your name?

Coastal Project
Officer

What's your title /
job position?

What's your title /
job position?

Durham
Heritage
Coast
Partnership

Scarborough
Borough Council

What organisation
do you work for?

What organisation
do you work for?

Optimist
ic/challe
nging

Hopeful

How do you feel
about today?

How do you feel
about today?

Now, let's share back
with the rest of the
group!

15 mins

10.30 - 10.45

Public Engagement
Findings

10.45 - 10.50

10.45 - 10.50

Key findings

Communication
Sharing information with all stakeholders

External
From NE Coastal Network to the public

consistant
messaging

Improved
interface/
information
distribution with
the general public

simplify the
language
used

find a way
to share
good
practice

Engagement
Engaging all stakeholders to address the challenges

Internal
Across NE Coastal Network partners

External
From NE Coastal Network to the public

Internal
Across NE Coastal Network partners

Education
About climate change

Agency
Empowering individuals to make a change

External
From NE Coastal Network to the public

From everyone

Who are
our
audience?
Public or ?

Better
education
at school
level

Tools for
collaborators

remove
jargon

creation of
campaigns

create
mechanisms
and
processes

Using
appropriate
language that
has meaning
to locals

impact of a
video a lot more
important that a
bland message

creation of
visuals for
the public

Remind
partners that
the network
exist

Make sure we
have made the
best use of
what we have

sharing good
practices
across
partners

Individual
story
collection

find ways to
empower
communities

sharing
agenda
across
partners

people need to
see something
dramatic
happening to
realise that this is
a pressing issue

Tools for
partners/co
llaborators?

Awareness
raising +
involvement
in projects

affordable
solution for
all led by
communities

Community
engagement

A lot of tacit
knowledge,
experiences, and
local solutions to
capture within
communities.

regular &
meaningful
events

the wider
understanding
isn't there younger
generations to
begin with?

General
education to
begin with wider public
engagement

Encourage
individual
responsibility

personal
responsibility
& lifestyle
choice
(transports)

holding industry
accountable when
it comes to larger
impacts

everyone
should be able
to make a
conscious
choice

not matter
their
income

network with
each other to
share good
pracitce

Use of
real world
examples

14000 flights left
the UK that
were empty as
airlines need to
keep their spots

Idiots Guide
Climate
Change to
educate the
public

People have
seen the value
of staying at
home

engagement and
communication
needs to be
brought back at a
wider level.

Make
sustainable
choices
accessible to
all

Rotation 1
How crucial are each of
these elements?
When should we start
working on it?

10.50 - 11.05

10.50 - 11.50

Prioritisation & Timeline
Tip: though all your rotation, keep using post-it notes of the colour of your 1st rotation, so we can visualise how each team contributed

bank of elements

importance of elements

Improved
interface/
information
distribution with
the general public

consistant
messaging

creation of
campaigns

personal
responsibility
& lifestyle
choice
(transports)

simplify the
language
used

find a way to
share good
AND BAD
practice

WHO
Audience
segmentation &
what channels
are best for
each message
Which audiences
are key to target?
Young people they will be the
one's with the
legacy

everyone
should be able
to make a
conscious
choice

not matter
their
income

Make sure we
have made the
best use of
what we have

Partners
often have
comms
resource

sharing good
practices
across
partners

sharing
agenda
across
partners

create
mechanisms
and
processes

Encourage
individual
responsibility

Making
unsustainable
challenges
unaccessible

Joint
campaign/joint
messaging for
public
engagement

Make
sustainable
choices
accessible to
all

find ways to
empower
communities
suggest
mechanism/
process needs
to be in place
first

Learning about
the challenges
whilst
maintaining
optimism

HOW
trust is
important
when trying to
communicate
with people

Affiliate
to
NECCO

Individual
story
collection

WHAT

Using
appropriate
language that
has meaning
to locals

remove
jargon

positive & two-
way comm.,
utilising
narratives

impact of a
video a lot more
important that a
bland message

Local
Authority
partners

Statutory
Agencies

Remind
partners that
the network
exist

Directory?

Learning
from bad
practice
too!

Tools for
collaborators

How
information is
presented in a
way that's
engaging

holding industry
accountable when
it comes to larger
impacts

people need to
see something
dramatic
happening to
realise that this is
a pressing issue

Idiots Guide
Climate
Change to
educate the
public

sell blue
carbon
credits?

No patch of
kelp is the
same - more
research is
needed

creation of
visuals for
the public

The Great
North East
Kelp Forest!

Celebrate
Saltmarsh!

National
Marine
Parks

translating
mechanisms
that are on land
into the marine
environment

case
studies

maybe the
shutting down of
European projects
is an opportunity
to highlight issues

engagement and
communication
needs to be
brought back at a
wider level.

A lot of tacit
knowledge,
experiences, and
local solutions to
capture within
communities.

affordable
solution for
all led by
communities

Use of
real world
examples

14000 flights left
the UK that
were empty as
airlines need to
keep their spots

regular &
meaningful
events

network with
each other to
share good
pracitce

Community
engagement

the wider
understanding
isn't there younger
generations to
begin with?

Awareness
raising +
involvement
in projects

Share more
material that
people think is
good to share

Better
education
at school
level

General
education to
begin with wider public
engagement

People have
seen the value
of staying at
home

time

time
5
years

10
years

20
years

50
years

100
years

Time for a quick
coffee break!

☕️

11.05 - 11.10

Rotation 2
What are the key actions /
milestones to achieving
these elements?

11.10 - 11.20

Rotation 3
What are the desired
outcomes / outputs for
each of the elements?

11.20 - 11.30

Rotation 4
Who should be involved
through the different
stages?
Who is responsible for
the delivery of outcomes
/ outputs?
11.30 - 11.40

Rotation 5
Add anything you believe
is missing from the
board.

11.30 - 11.40

Step 1
Let's get to know
each other

10.25 - 10.30

10.25 - 10.30

Tell us about yourself!

😃

Tell us a bit about yourself
Simply copy & paste one of the sticky notes below and
put in your answer for each question. Please make sure you are not using someone
else's spot!

1

What's your name?

What's your title / job
position?

What organisation do
you work for?

How do you feel about
today?

2

Zahra
Ravenscroft

Veronica
Rudd

Project
Manager

Stronger
Shores
Delivery
Manager

Environment
Agency

Interested to hear
others perspectives,
and collaborate
towards designing a
climate action plan
for the North East
Coast

South
Tyneside
Council

Looking forward
to understand
opportunities
for future
collaboration

3

4

Alex Aitken

Iain
Robson

Environmental
Officer

NIFCA

Interested to
understand
more about this
project and the
next steps.

AONB
Manager

AONB

Underprepared

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Sophie
Coombs

What's your name?

What's your name?

Innovator in
Residence //
Freelance Innovator

What's your title / job
position?

What's your title / job
position?

Northumbria
University /
Blooming Platypus

What organisation do
you work for?

What organisation do
you work for?

Intrigued!

How do you feel about
today?

How do you feel about
today?

Now, let's share back
with the rest of the
group!

15 mins

10.30 - 10.45

Nature-focused
solutions
Findings

10.45 - 10.50

10.45 - 10.50

Key findings

Nature-based solutions
Making the most of what nature has to offer

Natural Defences
Use of nature's own defences

natural
flood
defences

improve
& create
habitat

enhancement
and
restauration

that
protect
species

use kelp
beds,
oysters,
seagrasses

provides
protection
and
sequestration

increasing
wetland
areas around
estuaries

share
good
practice

seagrown
wild oysters
stronger
shores

Address negative impact
Tackling problematic behaviours that are damaging nature

Increase understanding & recognition
Research into solutions and knowledge
dissemination

we have to
work with
nature and
not fight it

evidence
success of
nature-based
solutions

More weight of
seriousness to
these things
now

mud as a
carbon
store

Focused actions
Against 'damaging' habits and industries

dredging
& intensi
ve fishing

work with
researchers
and other
stakeholders

get a better
understanding
of it

Scaling up and
following up
on successful
projects so not
in isolation

also consider
future
destructive
practices on
the seabed

future of
dredging
fisheries and
the disturbance
to the seabed

need to be able to
start putting a
value on natural
habitat as a
coastal defence

what can
be done
about this?

increased
research

Changing
food
habits

engaging
with young
people
specifically

promotion of
other fish for
food avoiding
wastage

Soft & hard structures
Finding the right balance between sustainable, durable and impact on nature

Choice of structures
Making an informed and long-term decision

choosing
between soft
and hard
structures

Stay away from
hardline
defences where
they aren't
appropriate

understanding
how subtidal
habitats are
used

Shoreline
management
plan 2 Currently being
refreshed

We don't
always need
to build sea
walls

More changes
looking at
ecology looking at the
overall impact

change
mentalities

people see
engineering
solution as the
only way to
address climate
change

need to
juggle the
conflicting
visions

Innovations & natural capital
Using the best of technology to take
advantage of natural resources

renewables

offshore
windfarms

habitat
creation

Promoting
innovation in
relation to
food
production

hard
structures creation of
marine habitat
there

Look at
sustainable
solutions to
aquaculture.

Restorative ocean
farming and
biodiversity
focussed and
lower down food
chains

Rotation 1
How crucial are each of
these elements?
When should we start
working on it?

10.50 - 11.05

10.50 - 11.50

Prioritisation & Timeline
Tip: though all your rotation, keep using post-it notes of the colour of your 1st rotation, so we can visualise how each team contributed

bank of elements

importance of elements
habitat
creation

enhancement
and
restauration

provides
protection
and
sequestration

change
mentalities

use kelp
beds,
oysters,
seagrasses

Natural
capital
market
trading

that
protect
species

no policy to
protect
sub-tidal
habitats

future of
dredging
fisheries and
the disturbance
to the seabed

choosing
between soft
and hard
structures

More changes
looking at
ecology looking at the
overall impact

Scaling up and
following up
on successful
projects so not
in isolation

More weight of
seriousness to
these things
now

need to be able to
start putting a
value on natural
habitat as a
coastal defence

understanding
how subtidal
habitats are
used

get a better
understanding
of it

Increase in
freshwater
wetland areas
around
estuaries

renewables

improve
& create
habitat
natural
flood
defences

6 year
monitoring
programme to
capture data
on all habitats

Natural capital
- ecosystem
services
apporach

evidence
success of
nature-based
solutions

we have to
work with
nature and
not fight it

Natural
capital
market
trading

Increasing
marine
approach in
natural capital
apporach

increased
targetted
research

work with
researchers
and other
stakeholders

heated water
from flooded
mines - linking
with heritage
asset

Increase marine
natural capital
measurables and
build habitats into
flood defences for
net gain and share
best practice.

economists missing from coastal
partnership. would
help comms with
private secor

Need to improve our
understanding &
evidence gaps in
order to understand
hierarchy of
importance

Culture-
based
solutions/
approach

Hard data
which is
measurable

Evidencing
successful
projects/case
studies/testimonials
of success - easy to
communicate

Newcastle
University?
Multidisciplin
ary approach

What is a
measurable
impact? The
need for
economists?

Promoting
innovation in
relation to
food
production

Understanding value natural market capital,
circular investment.
Requires public money
but private sector
interest is there - how
to demonstrate ROI?

More promotion
around existing
'natural capital'
markets

Changing
food
habits

better national
network to
evidence/pilot
projects/innov
ations in NBS

learning from
marine pioneers
outputs - blue
impact find to fund
habitat creationnature based
solutions

Understanding
needs to be
hollistic

didn't have time to
discuss these
elements relating to
sustainable fisheries
- would need further
discussion

holistic

hard
structures creation of
marine habitat
there

engaging
with young
people
specifically

Stay away from
hardline
defences where
they aren't
appropriate

investment
framework to
support future
restoration
How to manage
for habitat
sustainability
and ecosystem
services

FRAMING ONLY IN
TERMS OF NATURE
MAKES IT DIFFICULT TO
REFLECT ON HUMAN
INTERACTION WITH
COSTAL ENVIRONMENT

Link/inte
grationwi
th LNRSs

Targets
i.e. %
gain

net
zero
Intensive
fishing
practices

carbon investment
plan for the future not waiting 10 years
for scientific
evidence to invest in
marine carbon
stores

Tension around
waiting for
evidence for
getting people
to invest

Problems occur with
separation of
humans/culture &
nature (approaches
are better than
"solutions" there are
no fixes)

No target
for marine
net gain

Potential of not
just what carbon
is there already
but what carbon
can be stored

Natural
carbon stores
(seagrass etc)

investment
stratedgy

languare
can be a
barrier

offshore
windfarms

mud as a
carbon
store

Bottom
towed
fishing gear

blue
impact
fund

equality
diversity
and
inclusion

natural
heritage

thinking holistically
we want to find
'solutions' wherever
they exist and if they
exists naturally
that's great

biodiversity
enhancement of
existing grey
infrastruture innovative/ retro-
fitted solutions

share
good
practice

reinstate
habitat
where once
was

also consider
future
destructive
practices on
the seabed

Environment
bill to include
marine net
gain

Shoreline
management
plan 2 Currently being
refreshed

promotion of
other fish for
food avoiding
wastage

We don't
always need
to build sea
walls

Look at
sustainable
solutions to
aquaculture.

people see
engineering
solution as the
only way to
address climate
change

Restorative ocean
farming and
biodiversity
focussed and
lower down food
chains

need to
juggle the
conflicting
visions

time

time

Time for a quick
coffee break!

☕️

11.05 - 11.10

Rotation 2
What are the key actions /
milestones to achieving
these elements?

11.10 - 11.20

Rotation 3
What are the desired
outcomes / outputs for
each of the elements?

11.20 - 11.30

Rotation 4
Who should be involved
through the different
stages?
Who is responsible for
the delivery of outcomes
/ outputs?
11.30 - 11.40

Rotation 5
Add anything you believe
is missing from the
board.

11.30 - 11.40

Step 1
Let's get to know
each other

10.25 - 10.30

10.25 - 10.30

Tell us about yourself!

😃

Tell us a bit about yourself
Simply copy & paste one of the sticky notes below and
put in your answer for each question. Please make sure you are not using someone
else's spot!

1

What's your name?

What's your title / job
position?

What organisation do
you work for?

How do you feel about
today?

Nick Brodin

Partnership
Officer

Berwickshire ans
Northumberland
Marine Nature
Partnership

Relieved that
we have got
so far in such
a short time

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

What's your name?

What's your name?

What's your title / job
position?

What's your title / job
position?

What organisation do
you work for?

What organisation do
you work for?

How do you feel about
today?

How do you feel about
today?

Now, let's share back
with the rest of the
group!

15 mins

10.30 - 10.45

Policy
Findings

10.45 - 10.50

10.45 - 10.50

Key findings

Government

Policies

Local
Region, city & local councils

National
National governments

Policy-making
What need to be put in place

Fundings

Convincing policy-makers
What we might use to convince politicians
chronic lack
of funding to
staff in local
authorities

need a
coastal
adaption
plan

roll back their
coastal area to
make sure the
beach isn't
impacted

don't have a
lot of coastal
links, or
coast roads

could have
a big
impact on
tourism

Appropriate
incentives to
drive
change

Bolder
strategies the power
to act

Mores streamlined
licencing and
consenting
procedures to allow
works of positive
environmental value
to take place.

long-term
approach
very much
needed

policy - better
drivers to make
the changes
that we needed
to do

depolitisation
of climate
change
action

combine it
with wider
societal
understanding
of the issues

outlining
the cost of
inaction

Citizen science data
methodologies are
robust and give
useful, reliable data
that is trusted

Need for
Long-term
fundings
Regional hub /
centre for capacity
for knowledge /
equipment
sharing and
funding sharing.

regional
steer

political will
doesn't
always cross
boundaries

Government
needs too
commit to it
with clear
guidance

Partnership
working across
local authority
/ political
boundaries

Better guidance
on implementing
restoration in the
right places based
on evidence
Need political buy
in at the highest
levels but that
actually translates
into actions!

Support
land
owners

Specific policies
for helping
landowner/
property owners
adapt

Land ownership public owned land
to safe guard
restoration
projects

Plans and policies
are there but
need to be
implemented
properly

Many loop holes,
long process - by
the time its
actually build the
good intentions
are gone!

government
often accused to
prioritise
tourists and not
constituents

Lack of joined-up
thinking in policy
particularly
between land-sea

only beginning
and policy often
determined on
political basis
without good
evidence

carbon
credits

Permissions
and licencing financial
hurdle and
legal hurdle

Funding and
long term
commitment
of some
funding bodies

Longer term
thinking/financing
not tied to short-
term political
agendas

Broader
perspective
on funding

Government
is putting
money in but
is it enough?

linking climate
policy and
biodiversity
policy

Political
agendas

no funding at
the minute
for subtidal
and intertidal

Cut back
on short
haul flights

Net
Zero

Funds restricted
to projects with
better public
awareness/inter
est

Make sure
there will be
enough
funding in the
future

Rotation 1
How crucial are each of
these elements?
When should we start
working on it?

10.50 - 11.05

10.50 - 11.50

Prioritisation & Timeline
Tip: though all your rotation, keep using post-it notes of the colour of your 1st rotation, so we can visualise how each team contributed

bank of elements
roll back their
coastal area to
make sure the
beach isn't
impacted

importance of elements
Invlolving a range
of stakeholders questions over
who to lead on
production

could have
a big
impact on
tourism

don't have a
lot of coastal
links, or
coast roads

Local coastal
partnerships

Many loop holes,
long process - by
the time its
actually build the
good intentions
are gone!

regional
steer

political will
doesn't
always cross
boundaries

Needs regional
view while
recognising that
adptation is local.
Include best
practice

government
often accused to
prioritise
tourists and not
constituents

Better joined-up
thinking in policy
particularly
between land-sea

Appropriate
incentives to
drive
change

Autonomy for all
organisations
involved.
Bureaucracy makes
it difficult to have a
clear path

How are we
collecting
best & worst
practice

Catchment
based
approach?

Regional hub / centre for
capacity for knowledge /
equipment sharing and
funding sharing.
[Note: need to start work
early but will take a while
to be up and running to
full capacity]

linking climate
policy and
biodiversity
policy

Review what we
already have in
place and how
this can be
adapted

Change in
Government
Policy?

Needs
sustainable
funding for
regional hub

Partnership working
across local authority /
political boundaries
(note: also other
stakeholders, grass
roots organisations,
Parish Council etc.)

put it at
the centre
of actions

Need signposting
to help people
find their way
through the raft
of policy and
iniaitives

sign
posting

regional
hub

getting
consent

giving people
the ability to
firm things
up

Engaging
externally

where would
this be? NE can
be very
Newcastle
focused

Need this to
link to wider
society and
ecomonic

Delivers
activity on the
ground in the
right places

We need
funding to
deliver most
of this.

Mores streamlined
licencing and
consenting
procedures to allow
works of positive
environmental value
to take place.

long-term
approach
very much
needed

Get it
started by
the folks at
home!

Monitoring
and evalution
framework in
adaptation
plan

Use SMP
process as
a model?

Political
agendas

Bolder
strategies the power
to act

Involving Scottish
partners as well
as those in
Yorkshire - fears
over over-
complication

need a
coastal
adaption
plan

Need to get people
together. Informed by
local knowledge and
data as well as national
opportiunity mapping.
Need to think about
how we get consensus

Government
needs too
commit to it
with clear
guidance

policy - better
drivers to make
the changes
that we needed
to do

Need a lead on policy
to give understanding
on how everyone fits
together in policy understanding of what
policy is relevant at
what level.

Better guidance
on implementing
restoration in the
right places based
on evidence
Need political buy
in at the highest
levels but that
actually translates
into actions!

Strategy for
delivery/imple
mentation and
regular review

depolitisation
of climate
change
action

combine it
with wider
societal
understanding
of the issues

Support
land
owners

Specific policies
for helping
landowner/
property owners
adapt

Land ownership public owned land
to safe guard
restoration
projects

Permissions
and licencing financial
hurdle and
legal hurdle

Plans and policies
are there but
need to be
implemented
properly

only beginning
and policy often
determined on
political basis
without good
evidence

carbon
credits

Cut back
on short
haul flights

Net
Zero

chronic lack
of funding to
staff in local
authorities

Need for Long-
term
fundings[note:
can be cleverer
about how we
use funds]

Funding and
long term
commitment
of some
funding bodies

no funding at
the minute
for subtidal
and intertidal

Longer term
thinking/financing
not tied to short-
term political
agendas

Broader
perspective
on funding

Government
is putting
money in but
is it enough?

Make sure
there will be
enough
funding in the
future

outlining
the cost of
inaction
Funds restricted
to projects with
better public
awareness/inter
est

Citizen science data
methodologies are
robust and give
useful, reliable data
that is trusted

time

time

Time for a quick
coffee break!

☕️

11.05 - 11.10

Rotation 2
What are the key actions /
milestones to achieving
these elements?

11.10 - 11.20

Rotation 3
What are the desired
outcomes / outputs for
each of the elements?

11.20 - 11.30

Rotation 4
Who should be involved
through the different
stages?
Who is responsible for
the delivery of outcomes
/ outputs?
11.30 - 11.40

Rotation 5
Add anything you believe
is missing from the
board.

11.30 - 11.40

Step 1

Antony
Firth

Let's get to know
each other

10.25 - 10.30

10.25 - 10.30

Tell us about yourself!

😃

Tell us a bit about yourself
Simply copy & paste one of the sticky notes below and
put in your answer for each question. Please make sure you are not using someone
else's spot!

1

2

What's your name?

Charlie
Richardson

What's your title / job
position?

Innovation
Strategist

Head of Marine
Heritage Strategy

What organisation do
you work for?

The Blooming
Platypus

Historic
England

How do you feel about
today?

Excited!

Keen

Antony
Firth

3

4

Maggie Roe

Jennifer
Morrison

Professor of
Landscape

Newcastle
University

Interested

Senior
Archaeologist

EA

disappointed that
there aren't more
heritage people

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

What's your name?

What's your name?

What's your title / job
position?

What's your title / job
position?

What organisation do
you work for?

What organisation do
you work for?

How do you feel about
today?

How do you feel about
today?

Now, let's share back
with the rest of the
group!

15 mins

10.30 - 10.45

Collaboration
Findings

10.45 - 10.50

10.45 - 10.50

Key findings

Across the NE Coastal Network Stakeholders

Decision-making
Deciding together about the way forward

Collaborative tools & activities
Facilitating the collaboration

With Experts and the Public

Collaborative practices
Enabling & sustaining the collaboration

Toolkit
production
that other
companies can
use

Need a more
ecosystems
based
appraoch

How do we
make hard
choices?

things
will be
lost

What are
we
prepared to
lose

how do we
loose them in
the least
damaging way

conservation
objectives

needs to
stop
thinking in
silos

need for
collaborative
tools

need for it
and explore
how they
work

how do we
actually
action this

Work
outside of
echo
chamber

Sharing good
practice and past
practice that
works - don't
assume that past
= poor

Allowing
everyone's
voice

shared
content

training,
suppport &
guidance

Key
management
to facilitation
approaches

Share
expertise

people around
the table
actually helping
with the
direction setting

they are a
gateway to
the
community

not just
consultation,
but
apprenticeship
for example

Gather and
share from
people's
experiences of
changes

not always
clear who
us leading
on it

Needing a more
strategic
appraoch to that
to see where the
opportunities are

Workshops useful
means of
collaborating? Twinning collaboration
- whats happening for
them and
strengthening bonds

Good
engagement
& shared
ownership

scale of the
work being
done
already

break down
teams and
bits of work

Really good
partnerships
working in
the NE

Nice things
happening
in other
org.

INSHORE /
OFFSHORE

Expertise is
needed but
engagment with
public will put
pressure on
Government

How do we
capture
community based
knowledge away
from expert
orgnaisations

What structure
do we have to
share good
practice and
share new ideas

Recording
what we
are actually
doing

Regional
scale? - Do
we need to
think bigger?

it's not just our
ocean, but
what happens
in France,
belgium etc.

but we
need to be
the drivers
of change
Learn from
other
countries
good & bad

need to
get them
on board

it needs to
be a global
approach

Great community
based knowledge
that we aren't
using / capturing

communicate
more with
them

role of
landowners

Inshore /
offshore - how
do we
collaborate
together

Think
globally but
act locally

depolitisation
of climate
change

will help
with
resillience

Info provided
and
management

Learning from
/ partnerships
with other
coastal
communities

More events to
collaborate and
get everyone
together to share
knowledge

local people
living in local
communities.

Local VS Global Partnerships

Create and enable
affordable
solutions for all
led by
communities

make sure we
bring everyone
that we can
along with us

Engage
stakeholders
with a clear
focus to enact
a change

what are
professionals
willing to loose if
climate change
impacts us too
much?

Recognising the
many great projects
that have and are
being done at
different scales -how
to capture and build
on this

make
solutions
accessible to
the masses

With governments

Learn from
indigenous
people around
the world about
coastal
management

Twinning - coastal
communities
elsewhere understand what
the wider context
is

What do we
want - what do
those
partnerships
look like

How do we
make the right
deciosions and
how do we
make it happen

Rotation 1
How crucial are each of
these elements?
When should we start
working on it?

10.50 - 11.05

10.50 - 11.50

Prioritisation & Timeline
Tip: though all your rotation, keep using post-it notes of the colour of your 1st rotation, so we can visualise how each team contributed

bank of elements

importance of elements
Good
engagement
& shared
ownership

Engage
stakeholders
with a clear
focus to enact
a change

not always
clear who
us leading
on it

Co-
design

Needing a more
strategic
appraoch to that
to see where the
opportunities are

Need a more
ecosystems
based
appraoch

conservation
objectives

needs to
stop
thinking in
silos

How do we
make hard
choices?

Engaging
existing local
leaders and
community
groups

things
will be
lost

What are
we
prepared to
lose

what are
professionals
willing to loose if
climate change
impacts us too
much?

how do we
loose them in
the least
damaging way

Sharing as much
as possible - very
few people know
about the big
picture

Sharing
good
practice

Formal Coastal
structure in
place rather
than the efforts
of the few

Not about the
individuals
- about the
collective

Shore line
management
plan the lead
driver for
Scarborough

North East
coastal
group

seems
overwhelming - by
changing little
things in your
lifestyle everyone
can do something

Share
expertise

people around
the table
actually helping
with the
direction setting

Workshops useful
means of
collaborating? Twinning collaboration
- whats happening for
them and
strengthening bonds

training,
suppport &
guidance

Work
outside of
echo
chamber

Reigns in
expectation
of bigger
companies

Puts
pressure on
givernments

Helps
change the
political
climate

make
solutions
accessible to
the masses

Create and enable
affordable
solutions for all
led by
communities

make sure we
bring everyone
that we can
along with us

Representatives
that may be
missing

Local leaders can
bring the
community on
board or disagree
but that info is
useful to

Think
globally but
act locally

local people
living in local
communities.

they are a
gateway to
the
community

depolitisation
of climate
change

not just
consultation,
but
apprenticeship
for example

role of
landowners

will help
with
resillience

communicate
more with
them

local people
living in local
communities.

they are a
gateway to
the
community

Give people
choices - this is
what happens
if we don't do

Awareness
raising

Great community
based knowledge
that we aren't
using / capturing

shared
content

not just
consultation,
but
apprenticeship
for example

Involve people
int he rpocess
of the
decisions right
away

Info provided
and
management

will help
with
resillience

Sharing good
practice and past
practice that
works - don't
assume that past
= poor

Represents
as a choice
for people
to make

Recognising the
many great projects
that have and are
being done at
different scales -how
to capture and build
on this

How do we
capture
community based
knowledge away
from expert
orgnaisations

Involvement
at the
beginning

What is
in it for
them?
Put the work
on the ground
in the context
of the
individual

What structure
do we have to
share good
practice and
share new ideas

Local
authorities

Individual
responsibility
- stepping into the
space and
wanting to make
a difference

Nature
partnerships

Integration
between
land and
sea

Water
Companies

it needs to
be a global
approach

it's not just our
ocean, but
what happens
in France,
belgium etc.

This is what we
need to do
- articulation
bringing people
together

How do
we reach
everyone

What do we
want - what do
those
partnerships
look like

We don't have
to change the
message just
the
articulation

The Ethos
remains
unchanged

Mechanisms
that work
across
- blame game

Higher level
coordination
national or
internationally

How do we
make the right
deciosions and
how do we
make it happen

Finances
and
Technology
- missing?

Upskill
- technical
solutions
Working
toward the
same goals
around the
world

Learning from
/ partnerships
with other
coastal
communities

Collaborations
to share the
solutions to
share the
learning

Apprenticeships

Doing it
in a local
context
INSHORE /
OFFSHORE

Inshore /
offshore - how
do we
collaborate
together

An effecitve
mechanism to
share what's
going well and
what isnt

Showing
good
examples

Accessibility of
data - shared
resources and
understanding

Open-source. The
use of social
media. Feeding
into groups with
opposite views i.e.
conspiracy groups

Reformatting
information e.g.
where our fish
in chip shops
comes from

Global warming
hoax groups.
Fishing groups.
Framers/livestoc
k producers.

Working
against the
bubbles which
act as barriers
to change

Are these
parties in
communication
with each other?

Recording
what we
are actually
doing

Be aware of
those involved
but also who
isnt involved

need for
collaborative
tools

Learn from
indigenous
people around
the world about
coastal
management

Articulation
very important
- blame on
other
authorities

'Think
locally, act
locally'

How we
articulate
to everyone
- MESSAGE

Bringing
methods of
learning
together

Platforms for
collaboration
to fit the
masses

Learn from
other
countries
good & bad

Lots of good
things
happening
internationally

Just
being in
the room

Danger of
collabs with
echo
chambers

but we
need to be
the drivers
of change

Regional
scale? - Do
we need to
think bigger?

Needs to be
articulated in
a better way
feels like 70's
thinking

We're thinking
locally but
steamlining
the process

Need to
physically
engage with
communities
- events

Getting people
to step
forward to be
actively
involved

need to
get them
on board

Put the work
on the ground
in the context
of the
individual

Solution

Difficult
to think
globally

Who is
responsible
for what

Who is
missing?

A lot of success in
the past from
harnassing the
power of existing
groups and
networks

Expertise is
needed but
engagment with
public will put
pressure on
Government

What is
in it for
them?

Ownership

Understanding
the role of
mitigation - that
connection is
not being made

Nice things
happening
in other
org.

Key
management
to facilitation
approaches

Allowing
everyone's
voice

Gather and
share from
people's
experiences of
changes

Really good
partnerships
working in
the NE

catchment
partnerships

Environmental
Agencies

More events to
collaborate and
get everyone
together to share
knowledge

break down
teams and
bits of work

Adaptation
not
mitigation

Having
a coffee is
where the
ideas occur

More
events

recognition
of this

scale of the
work being
done
already

Toolkit
not the
right term
Toolkit
production
that other
companies can
use

need for it
and explore
how they
work

how do we
actually
action this

Indicates a 'fix'
- not everyone
can pull this
together

Risk around
creating
defensive
alliances?
How to
effectively
engage with
these
communities?

Incentives
reinforce
unsustainable
activity.

Twinning - coastal
communities
elsewhere understand what
the wider context
is

time

time

Time for a quick
coffee break!

☕️

11.05 - 11.10

Rotation 2
What are the key actions /
milestones to achieving
these elements?

11.10 - 11.20

Rotation 3
What are the desired
outcomes / outputs for
each of the elements?

11.20 - 11.30

Rotation 4
Who should be involved
through the different
stages?
Who is responsible for
the delivery of outcomes
/ outputs?
11.30 - 11.40

Rotation 5
Add anything you believe
is missing from the
board.

11.30 - 11.40

Step 1
Let's get to know
each other

10.25 - 10.30

10.25 - 10.30

Tell us about yourself!

😃

Tell us a bit about yourself
Simply copy & paste one of the sticky notes below and
put in your answer for each question. Please make sure you are not using someone
else's spot!

1

What's your name?

Heather
Bell

What's your title / job
position?

GIS Analyst

What organisation do
you work for?

The Rivers
Trust

How do you feel about
today?

Optimistic

2

Paul Ennals

Chair

North East
England
climate
coalition

Delighted
to be
here

3

4

Raffaela
Diesel

Stephen
Brend

Ecology
Officer

Scottish
Borders
Council

Not much
hope hoping to
get some!

Project
Officer for
Wild Oysters
Project

Groundwork

Optimistic
(not much
left)

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

What's your name?

What's your name?

What's your title / job
position?

What's your title / job
position?

What organisation do
you work for?

What organisation do
you work for?

How do you feel about
today?

How do you feel about
today?

Now, let's share back
with the rest of the
group!

15 mins

10.30 - 10.45

Data
Findings

10.45 - 10.50

10.45 - 10.50

Key findings

Capacity
Collecting and analysing data to create new knowledge

Data Gathering
How might we collect data?

Catalog of all
organisationswhat they
have and what
they do

Have up-to-date
baseline
information on
habitats, locations
and condition

Expanding the
explorer into
Scotland - Nature
Scot/Marine
Scotland/River
trusts/conservation
organisations

Data Gathered
What do we do with the data collected?

How to
capture all
of the data
on this scale

Metadata
catalogue

long term,
multiyear
funding to
keep data
projects going

new tools
to
collaborate

Long-term
Monitoring
programs

Tools

Monitoring of
coastal NBS over
time to indicate
the efficiency of
them

Plume
spreading
use of data
for modelling

Pressure maps
for change in
recreation in
coastal areas

Internal
Across NE Coastal Network partners

Presentation
of data to
practitioners

Measuring
impact hard!

Training,
support
and
guidance

Community
vs expert
organisations
data sharing

Communication (via Collaboration)
Disseminating data and new knowledge

data on larvae
and juveniles
to assess
recruitment
into stocks

Interaction
between
aquaculture
and pollution

Cross
border data
platform

A central resource
for finding
marine/coastal
integrated marine
management in
once place

Data
used in
strategies

Funding needs
to be in place
for that
strategy to
happen

change of
conditions

Looking at historic
habitat records to
inform restoration
decisions

Better
signposting
for data

need to
capture
project
legacy

CSS schemes
for cooastal /
esturine
landholdings

data
gathered

can be used
by all
stakeholders

Interpreting
data requires
certain
expertise &
software

Training
&
Guidance

Mariculture
incentives/start
up grants

Sharing data
with other
organisations
from the
network

eg. fishing
data,
species
data, etc

External
From NE Coastal Network to the public

Lots of data
through
universities and
oraganisations
in Newcastle

Greater
sharing of
data between
organisations

Byelaw
areas
mapped

projected
sea-level
rise
mapping

pressure
mapping to
understand
marine users/
stakeholder

Maps of potential
opportunities for
restoration at a
finer scale for the
North East

How we present
the data to
decision makers
communication

A large scale
event or
smaller things
for costal
partnerships

Resources
catalogue with
metadata
signpost

use data
to
educate

How we
connect
and share
data

use data to
increase
awareness of
invasive
species.

Mapping
of data

How we
communicate
and how we
share it to the
public

What you can't
see and how that
translates back to
what is happening
with their garden

Algal
blooms

and
shellfish
diseases

Scale of what
is being done
- and left to
do

We can't lose
sight of the
wonderful
smaller thigns
going on

Do we share
data through
out organisation
- through a
public event?

Data CAN
be shared
in a fun
way

Rotation 1
How crucial are each of
these elements?
When should we start
working on it?

10.50 - 11.05

10.50 - 11.50

Prioritisation & Timeline
Tip: though all your rotation, keep using post-it notes of the colour of your 1st rotation, so we can visualise how each team contributed

bank of elements
Expanding the
explorer into
Scotland - Nature
Scot/Marine
Scotland/River
trusts/conservation
organisations

Have up-to-date
baseline
information on
habitats, locations
and condition

importance of elements
Better
signposting
for data

Measuring
impact hard!

Community
vs expert
organisations
data sharing

How to
capture all
of the data
on this scale

Simplicity
is key!

long term,
multiyear
funding to
keep data
projects going

new tools
to
collaborate

Maps that are
thematic/bespoke
for particular
purposes.

Signposting
without re-
creating the wheel
is one of the first
processes

Training,
support
and
guidance

We need to
make sure we're
sharing and not
repeating what
we're doing

Monitoring of
coastal NBS over
time to indicate
the efficiency of
them

Tools

Plume
spreading
use of data
for modelling

Pressure maps
for change in
recreation in
coastal areas

data on larvae
and juveniles
to assess
recruitment
into stocks

Interaction
between
aquaculture
and pollution

need to
capture
project
legacy

change of
conditions

Cross
border data
platform

A central resource
for finding
marine/coastal
integrated marine
management in
once place

projected
sea-level
rise
mapping

pressure
mapping to
understand
marine users/
stakeholder

Explain to family
to understand it
- are nuances
lost - how do we
keep nuances.

Using
data to
forecast

Making them
accessible is
key - open
source
necessary

We have a lot of
data already so
this is something
we could
potentially do
quite soon

Value in having
historic habitats baseline syndrome e.g. tuna fishing
Scarborough. Bottle
nosed dolphins.

How do we
communicate the
- plain english.
Reading age 11-13 pitched to
Sun readers.

Use of insight
professionals - to
develop pictures what does this
mean. A
translater.

Maps of potential
opportunities for
restoration at a
finer scale for the
North East

can be used
by all
stakeholders

This would sit
within data
mapping
anyway
Training
&
Guidance

Mariculture
incentives/start
up grants

Sharing data
with other
organisations
from the
network

How we
communicate
and how we
share it to the
public

How we present
the data to
decision makers
communication

A large scale
event or
smaller things
for costal
partnerships

eg. fishing
data,
species
data, etc

Lots of data
through
universities and
oraganisations
in Newcastle

Do we share
data through
out organisation
- through a
public event?

Data CAN
be shared
in a fun
way

Greater
sharing of
data between
organisations

Message
comes first its a timeline
a loop

Resources
catalogue with
metadata
signpost

How we
connect
and share
data

Presentation
of data to
practitioners

Scale of what
is being done
- and left to
do

We can't lose
sight of the
wonderful
smaller thigns
going on

Looking at historic
habitat records to
inform restoration
decisions

Data
used in
strategies

Funding needs
to be in place
for that
strategy to
happen

Catalog of all
organisationswhat they
have and what
they do

Easy in the short-
term but less
important in the
grand scheme of
things

Important to
do tasks like
this before you
start collecting
data

Data
highlights
an issue
and drives

How do we
present the
data to the
right audience

What you can't
see and how that
translates back to
what is happening
with their garden

use data to
increase
awareness of
invasive
species.

Algal
blooms

and
shellfish
diseases

Expectation of
local authorities
but there are
more playrs in the
marine
environment.

Streamline
messages
collboratively
across
organisations

Metadata
catalogue

Interpreting
data requires
certain
expertise &
software

data
gathered

Very important
- puts
everyone on
the same page

More detailed
information on
saltmarsh
health coastal
habitats.

CSS schemes
for cooastal /
esturine
landholdings

Byelaw
areas
mapped

Interpret
implications
for users on
carbon.

Informed by local
nature recovery
strategy and
understanding of
where to restore

Stakeholder
mapping with a
focus on
interoperability.
Thematic portals.

Mapping
of data
Long-term
Monitoring
programs

What the risks to the
coastline in
Northumberland due
to climate change.
Where is habitat
restoration taking place
- projects in a pipeline.

time

use data
to
educate

Presentations
are important present facts
(not neccessarily
calling it data)

Establishing
audiences
for
education.

Production of
data- citizen
science is
important. Data
isn't external to
people.

How is data
updated - things
move fast. We
need speed and
to be agile - make
it up to date.

Collaborative
production of
data.

Are messages
broad e.g. fish
stocks and
public
campaigns

We need data to
educate people,
once data is
available, we can do
something with it i.e.
communication tool

Data used to
educate but it
is a secondary
tool.

Keeping the
issues in
people's minds
after they leave
the news.

Citizen
science e.g. MoRph
Estuaries.

Public funded
projects have
a duty to
share data

Getting
communication
right.

Shouldn't be
prescriptive.
Who are the
best people to
do this?

What tools do
we have for
communication
- social media
newsletters.

Stephen
Brend

time

Time for a quick
coffee break!

☕️

11.05 - 11.10

Rotation 2
What are the key actions /
milestones to achieving
these elements?

11.10 - 11.20

Rotation 3
What are the desired
outcomes / outputs for
each of the elements?

11.20 - 11.30

Rotation 4
Who should be involved
through the different
stages?
Who is responsible for
the delivery of outcomes
/ outputs?
11.30 - 11.40

Rotation 5
Add anything you believe
is missing from the
board.

11.30 - 11.40

Closing
We have just finished
our final session
together.
And now, what?

Next Steps
1

2

3

Natural environment & fisheries
Feb. 14th - Stakeholders

Coastal defence & economy
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Historic environment
& cultural assets
March 8th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Feb. 14th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
Feb. 28th - Stakeholders

Feedback & Q&As
March 8th - Stakeholders

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Insight gathering & analysis
The Blooming Platypus

Final Event
March 29th - Stakeholders

Draft Action Plan
Stakeholders & The Blooming
Platypus

Should we
keep the NE
Coastal
Network?
YES

Oh
Yes !
Yes

Yes! very
useful.

Feedback

What worked well about this session?
Felt like the most
constructive of all the
sessions - great
collaboration and input.
Think this was down to
moving around to different
topics. Good pace as well.

Quick
turnaround -not as much
pressure to go
into details

Pace

Clear
template
on Miro

Small
groups

What didn't work so well?
Took a
while to get
into the
siwing of it

My
tech

Would be useful to
talk everyone
through how to use
Miro first - how to
navigate and use
sticky notes.

It all
seemed to
come
togetehr!

Good
mix of
people

Good mix of
speakers and
then breakout
rooms.

Did we miss
anything?
Or you can email your question to Justine at justine@thebloomingplatypus.com
She'll get back to you ASAP. Thank you!

Thank you for
your time &
energy!

✨

